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What will we share today?

• Background on Dropbox 

• Thomissa’s 100 days transforming DRTs at Dropbox 

• Tammy’s examples of how we currently run DRTs 

• What the future looks like for “anti-fragile” at Dropbox



Dropbox











DRTs at Dropbox



Disaster Recovery Test



Where do DRTs fit in?
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0–25 Days “Learning and Reflection”





DRT SEV
High Severity IncidentDisaster Recovery Test

BREAK IT FIX IT



Sweat The Details

Streamline the SEV reporting process 

Derive analytics from failures 

Increase view of the details related to SEVs and DRTs 

Become more data driven 



25–50 Days “Determining the WHY?”  









DropSev:  

SEV filed 
SEV auto-named

JIRA ticket 
created w/ initial 

data

Weekly 
Reliability 

Review [SEVs]

Reliability Working Group: Every Two Weeks

SEVs & DRTs at Dropbox

DRTs

Ticket complete 
w/ AIs, DRTs, etc 

assigned



DRTs as a Product

How do teams run DRTs? 

How have DRTs changed over time? 

What do teams like / dislike about DRTs? 

How do teams prioritize DRTs? 

Try my MVP? 

Known
Known

Unknown

Unknown
Compliance	(K/K)

Checking	(U/K)

Change	(K/U)

Control	(U/U)



50–75 Days “Determining the HOW”



How to make DRTs useful across teams



Questions To Guide Teams

What are the weaknesses 

How does code behavior differ from expected 

How can you improve visibility 

How confident are you in regards to failure modes 

How well do you know your system inter-dependencies 



75–100 Days “Determining the WHAT” 



What do you do now?

Maturity level 2 

Start with past SEVs impacting the system 

Test the most general hardware and 
software failure modes 

And do the tests you’ve meaning to run, 
you know, for a while. 

 



Script for Magic Pocket DRT: mp_shed_block_load_via_dns.py



MP Failover DRT



Failover - block-misc

EASTERN ZONE

CENTRAL ZONE



Networking 



Learning from your DRTs

Engage Networking team for DRTs 

Communicate in advance of DRTs 

DRT automated calendar 

DRT dashboards for teams



Databases DRTs at Dropbox



Databases DRTS at Dropbox

Alerting

Database Failure

Monitoring



dropbox/Pygerduty





Testing Server File Journal

replicate

ack

replicate

ack

Wait ack

PRIMARY

REPLICA 1 REPLICA 2

MySQL 5.6  
semi-sync



Running a  
database primary DRT





We check that the daily push has happened or will happen later 
“At x:xx I will be performing a controlled primary failure for SFJ. This 
will affect xxx, xxx and xxx, impact should be minimal. I will be 
monitoring graphs. In case of issues please alert me in #databases or 
#serving-team.” 

Check threads running for the primary host are low and steady 

[0:00]  
Choose host to perform DRT on with Filesystems team  



[0:20] Run command: 
$ select hostname, global.rpl_semi_sync_slave_enabled   

Expected outcome:  
host1  1 

host2  1 

host3  1



[0:22] Run command:  
$ stop slave; set global rpl_semi_sync_slave_enabled=0; start slave;  

Expected outcome: 
“Waiting for semi-sync ACK from slave” 



[0:26] Check if threads running has spiked on mysql perf dashboard



[0:27] Likely to see a spike in lock failures and commit errors going up 
on SFJ dashboards:



[0:30] Threads running will continue to rise 
[0:32] You should receive a PagerDuty alert for “threads_running_sfj”  



[0:34] End the DRT by enabling semi-sync, you will start to see it drop 
back down, it will take a few minutes 

Run command:  
$ stop slave; set global rpl_semi_sync_slave_enabled=1; start slave

[0:39] Expect to see a large drop in threads running  
[0:40] DRT Complete, resolve PagerDuty alert  



Running a  
SQL Proxy DRT





[0:00]  
Log into to any sql-proxy host  

[0:20] Run command: 
$ status sqlproxy

Expected outcome:  

sqlproxy_0 SubTaskRunning    started:2016-5-31T04:55:23Z uptime: 



[0:22] Run command:  
$ stop sqlproxy_global 

[0:26] Wait for a few mins and monitor the availability graphs 



[0:27] Now start sql proxy again 
$ start sqlproxy_global

Expected outcome:  

start successful: sqlproxy



[0:27] DRT passed! 
Send an email that it is finished



Running a  
databases replica DRT





We check that the daily push has happened or will happen later 
We send an email to serving-announce mailing list 

“At x:xx I will be performing a controlled replica failure for SFJ. This 
will affect xxx, xxx and xxx, impact should be minimal. I will be 
monitoring graphs. In case of issues please alert me in #databases 
or #serving-team.”



[0:00] Choose host to perform DRT on with Filesystems team 



[0:10] Fail one replica from production by killing mysqld on host 
[0:13] Filesystems team will let you know that the build is back to green 
[0:15] InnoDB reads will drop to almost 0 
[0:15] auto_replace script will kick in and cloning will commence



DRT complete and passed: 

• dbops bot will post in slack 
• Clone will complete successfully 



Running an  
Edgestore stage DRT



[0:20] Run command: 
$ select hostname, global.rpl_semi_sync_slave_enabled   

Expected outcome:  
host1  1 

host2  1 

host3  1



[0:22] Run command:  
$ stop slave; set global rpl_semi_sync_slave_enabled=0; start slave;  

Expected outcome: 
“Waiting for semi-sync ACK from slave” 



[0:26] Check if threads running has spiked on mysql perf dashboard



[0:27] Likely to see a spike in errors on the edgestore stage dashboard 
You will see alerts in Slack “slave_rpl_semi_sync_slave_status”



[0:30] Threads running and threads connected will continue to rise 
[0:32] You should receive a PagerDuty alert 
[0:34] End the DRT by enabling semi-sync, you will start to see it drop 
back down, it will take a few minutes 
Run command:  
$ stop slave; set global rpl_semi_sync_slave_enabled=1; start slave  
DRT is finished! 



Learning from databases DRTs 



AIs DRIs



https://medium.com/@tammybutow/better-sprints-with-team-traditions

https://medium.com/@tammybutow/better-sprints-with-team-traditions


Improvements For Distributed Teams



The Future of anti-fragile at Dropbox





0-100 Days - Running DRTs at Dropbox 



Thank you! 

Q & A


